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Korean History in Maps is a beautifully presented, full-color atlas covering all periods of Korean

history from prehistoric times to the present day. It is the first atlas of its kind to be specifically

designed for students in English-speaking countries. There is a map for each era in Korean history,

showing every major kingdom or polity that existed on the Korean peninsula, and maps are also

included for topics of additional historical interest, including each major war that took place. In

addition, the atlas contains chronologies, lists of monarchs, and overviews of the politics, economy,

society, and culture for each era which are complemented by numerous photos and full color

images of artifacts, paintings, and architectural structures. This fascinating historical atlas is a

complete reference work and unique teaching tool for all scholars and students of Korean and East

Asian history.
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"Michael Shin and his colleagues have done us an essential and estimable service with this

beautiful, fascinating and illuminating work. The illustrations are superb, and when accompanied by

the authors' excellent commentary and analysis, Korean History in Maps becomes not just an

invaluable book, but a keepsake. It opens new, sparkling and indelible images and windows on the

entire Korean experience from (Old) Joseon to the present. The paucity of similar books, at least in

English, makes this a milestone in the literature on Korean history." Bruce Cumings, Gustavus F.

and Ann M. Swift Distinguished Service Professor in History at the University of Chicago, and author

of Korea's Place in the Sun: A Modern History"A visual feast of Korean history and culture, Korean

History in Maps is more than a cartographic journey, but a panoramic overview of the development



of Korean civilization, full of lively images and helpful information. It will serve as a valuable

reference source for classrooms at all levels." Kyung Moon Hwang, University of Southern

California"This timely reference book is a great teaching tool ... [It] begins with overviews of society,

economy, culture, and politics and a chronology of major events. It includes attractive full-color

maps, tables, charts, and plates. Appendixes and supplementary illustrations include up-to-date and

useful statistics ... the chronology includes compatible world history and political scenes during

major events in Korean history. The book's sources are drawn from artifacts at the National

Museum of Korea, the Kyujanggak Archives, [the] Dokdo Research Institute, the Seoul Museum of

History, and the Library of Congress. Statistics are culled from the Bank of Korea and various

academies in Korea and Europe. Photos of North Korea are from personal collections ... Any

researcher or student - undergraduate or graduate - will benefit from this reference book. Summing

up: essential." S. Freedman, Choice

A beautifully presented atlas covering all periods of Korean history. Detailed maps are

complemented by chronologies, lists of monarchs, and overviews of the political, economic, social

and cultural systems for each era discussed. Assorted full-color images of artifacts, paintings, and

architectural structures complete this unique reference work.

Well-crafted maps accompanied by beautiful images and easy to follow text covering the entire

history of the Korean Peninsula. I was looking for a book on the history of Korea for someone who

knows only a limited amount on the subject. This book exceeded my expectations. Absolutely

wonderful.

I ABSOLUTELY LOVE THIS BOOK! I am pleased that the explanation were very easy to

understand and I enjoyed learning about Korea more and more. As I kept flipping the pages the

more I was getting immersed into the history book! Normally I hate history but this book made is

very fun to read and learn about at the same time. I still have a last few pages left to go but I love it

very much! I totally recommend this!:)

Love the book and excellent service!

If there is an interest in Korea's history this is a valuable reference thathelps bring life to the 3

Kingdoms period era through to post Korean War present.
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